
Introducing the EVGA GeForce GTX TITAN Z

- Wednesday, May 28, 2014 � Introducing the EVGA GeForce GTX TITAN Z. This card is a gaming monster, built
to power the most extreme gaming rigs on the planet. With a massive 5760 cores, 12 GB of 7 Gbps GDDR5
memory, and the most advanced power delivery system, GTX TITAN Z offers truly insane performance. It's easily
the fastest graphics card we've ever made.

GTX TITAN Z is designed with the highest-grade components to deliver the best experience – incredible speed and
cool, quiet performance—all in a stunningly crafted aluminum case.

The groundbreaking dual-GPU GTX TITAN Z uses new dynamic power balancing technology that ensures peak
performance across two GPUs with optimal power delivery. This means you can game on multi-monitor displays
and hyper PCs at high setting and super-fast frame rates. With support for NVIDIA SLI®, you can even add a
second card and immerse yourself in graphically intense games like Watch_Dogs® in full 4K Surround.

Learn more at: www.evga.com/articles/00833/

Specifications
• Dual-GPU Processing Cores
• 5760 CUDA Cores
• Quad SLI Ready
• 12,288MB GDDR5 Memory
• 672 GB/s Memory Bandwidth

Additionally, EVGA will be offering an exclusive version with next generation EVGA Hydro Copper watercooling!

Next Generation Hydro Copper Watercooler
• Full Cover Design – End to End
• High Flow Design
• Microchannels Improve Heat Transfer
• Nickel Plated Electrolytic Copper
• G1/4” Threaded Fittings on Each Side
• Directly Cools GPUs, Memory and VRM

About EVGA

EVGA is the #1 NVIDIA authorized partner in channel sales throughout North America. Based on the philosophy of
intelligent innovation, market knowledge, and the real time operation, EVGA continues to identify the need in the
market place and providing the solution to that need. By offering product differentiation, a 90 day Step-Up program,
and other customer focused programs, EVGA is a clear leader in all categories: etail, retail, distribution, and system
builders. With headquarters in Brea, CA, EVGA's global coverage includes EVGA GmbH in Munich, EVGA LATAM
in Miami, and EVGA Hong Kong. For further information online about EVGA, visit http://www.evga.com.
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